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Rulers come and go; governments end, and forms of
government change; but sovereignty survives. A political society cannot endure without a supreme will somewhere. Sovereignty is never held in suspense. When,
therefore, the external sovereignty of Great Britain in
respect of the colonies ceased, it immediately passed to
the Union . . . the investment of the federal government with the powers of external sovereignty did not
depend upon the affirmative grants of the Constitution.
The powers to declare and wage war, to conclude peace,
to make treaties, to maintain diplomatic relations with
other sovereignties, if they had never been mentioned
in the Constitution, would have vested in the federal
government as necessary concomitants of nationality.
—- George Sutherland, Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States, United States v.
Curtiss-Wright Export Corp 299 U.S. 304, 1936

George Washington
April 30, 1789

I have, in obedience to your summons,
Presented myself here with such motives
As would make it thoughtlessly imprudent
To omit from this inauguration
My most earnest petition to that Being
Who presides in the councils of nations,
That He would consecrate to the liberty
And happiness of the people
Of the United States a government
Instituted of, by, and for themselves;
And that His provision would amend any
Prejudice or party animosity,
Which might blind the comprehensive
And equal eye which ought to watch
Over this great assemblage of peoples.

George Washington
March 4, 1793

Before I swear the oath, on you
I lay this duty: That if I be
Discovered to have in any
Way broken willingly
Or knowingly this oath,
I would be subject to the censure
Of all who are now witnesses
To this solemn ceremony,
And I would be reminded
Of the high sense I here
Entertain of this distinguished
Honor, and of the confidence
Which will now be reposed in me
By you and by the people
Of the United States.

John Adams
March 4, 1797

If an attachment to the Constitution;
If an impartial regard to the rights,
And honor, and happiness of the States;
If a love of virtue by all people
Of every party and denomination;
If an inflexible determination
To maintain the peace and an impartial,
Inviolable faith with all nations;
If an unshakeable confidence in
The honor of the American people,
On which I have so often hazarded
Everything, yet never been deceived.

Thomas Jefferson
March 4, 1801

Equal and exact justice to all men,
Of every condition or persuasion;
Commerce, peace, and friendship with all nations,
But entangling alliances with none;
Economy in the public expense,
That labor may be lightly burthened;
The honest payment of the public debt,
And preservation of the public faith;
Freedom of religion, and of the press,
And the protection of the habeas corpus:
Some fear that a republican government
Cannot be strong, but who would abandon
The civil form which has kept us free?

Thomas Jefferson
March 4, 1805

The public judgment will correct falsehood
On a full hearing of the parties,
Therefore we should erect no fence
Between the freedom of the press
And its own depraved licentiousness,
The which, indeed, might have been corrected
By the punishments provided
By the common law against falsehood
And defamation, but urgent
Duties press on the time of public servants.
Nor is it uninteresting to note that
An experiment is fairly
And fully made, whether the freedom
Of debate, by power unaided,
Is not sufficient to maintain the truth.

James Madison, Jr.
March 4, 1809

To cherish peace and friendly intercourse
With all nations of like disposition;
To maintain a sincere neutrality
Toward every belligerent nation;
To prefer in all cases amicable
Accommodation to the test of arms;
To foster a spirit of independence
Too just to invade the rights of others,
And too proud to surrender our own;
To keep within the requisite limits
A standing military, not too weak
to serve us, but not too mighty to serve.

James Madison, Jr.
March 4, 1813

The British have not, it is true,
Taken with their own hands the knife
And the hatchet, nor committed
Indiscriminate massacre,
But they let loose their savage allies,
With such cruel instruments armed;
They allured them into their service,
And into battle by their side,
Eager to glut their foul lust
With the blood of the vanquished,
And to visit torture and death
On captives maimed and defenseless.

James Monroe
March 4, 1817

To put our extensive coast
In such a state of defense
As to secure our cities
And interior from invasion
Will be attended with expense,
But a one season of blockade
By a naval force superior
To our own, would expose us
To an even greater expense,
Than we need spend on defense.

James Monroe
March 5, 1821

By these fortifications, supported
By our Navy, we present an armed
Front, which protects the our coast
And hinterlands from molestation;
The enemy is kept from our cities,
Peace is established, and order preserved,
And the Government protected
From insult and desecration.
But if there are no fortifications,
Then the enemy may go where he pleases,
Sailing from one place to another,
Landing at will where we are weak.
With this view, after reducing our
Army to a peace-time establishment,
We should fortify at proper
Points the whole length of our coast.

John Quincy Adams
March 4, 1825

We have suffered at times
From the visitation
Of Heaven through disease;
From the injustices
And wrongs of other nations;
From the alarm of war;
And, by far the worst, from
Dissensions among ourselves,
Dissensions inseparable
Perhaps from the enjoyment
Of freedom, but which have
Appeared to threaten the
Union, and with it all
The pleasures of our
Present lot, and all our
Common hope for the future.

Andrew Jackson
March 4, 1829

So long as our Government
Is administered for the good
Of the people, and by their will
Is regulated;
So long as it secures the rights
Of persons and of property,
The free exercise of conscience
And of the press;
It will be well worth defending,
And a loyal people will shield
The republic with their iron
Resolution.

Andrew Jackson
March 4, 1833

You have accustomed yourselves to regard
The Union as the palladium of
Political safety and prosperity,
Watching always for its preservation,
Discountenancing any suggestion
That it might be abandoned, and frowning
Upon the first hint of any attempt
To unravel the yarn which knits as one
Fabric all our various countries:
Without union, our independence
And liberty would never have been won;
Without union, they will only be lost.

Martin Van Buren
March 4, 1837

Among the thirteen colonies
There was a real diversity
Of interests; they differed in size,
In wealth, and in prospective power.
In some existed domestic
Institutions which, unwisely
Disturbed, might endanger the peace
Of the whole of the commonwealth.
The greatest of the potential
Sources of disaster lurking
In our civic differences
Is the practice of slavery.
Our forefathers were deeply
Impressed with the delicacy
Of this subject, so they treated
It with such care and forbearance,
That in spite of every omen
It never until the present
Moment disturbed our common
Happiness and tranquillity.

William Henry Harrison
March 4, 1841

Caesar became the master
Of the Roman people
And the Senate under
The pretense of supporting
The democratic claims
Of the former against
The power of the latter;
Cromwell, in the character
Of Protector of the
Liberties of the people,
Became the dictator
Of England and Ireland;
And Bolivar, liberator
Of his country, named himSelf President for Life.

John Tyler
April 4, 1841

John Tyler succeeded William Henry Harrison following Harrison’s death on April 4, 1841.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
Roger Brooke Taney.
In the 27th Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators Thomas Hart Benton and Lewis Fields Linn,
and by Representatives John Cummins Edwards and John Miller.
The Governor of Missouri was Thomas Reynolds.

James Knox Polk
March 4, 1845

It is confidently believed
That our system may be safely
Extended to the utmost extent
Of its territorial limits;
And that, as it is so expanded,
Our Union will grow stronger.
The titles of Indian nations
To vast tracts of our country
Have been extinguished, and from them
New states created and admitted
To the Union, and from which vast
Resources are being developed.

Zachary Taylor
March 5, 1849

Let us invoke a firm continuance
Of the guiding care which has led
Us from small beginnings
To the greatness of today.
Let us seek to rate that continuance
By prudence and moderation
In all our councils;
By well-directed attempts
To assuage the bitter resentment
Which often marks differences;
By the practice of just
And liberal principles;
And by an enlarged patriotism,
Which shall acknowledge no limits
But those of our own
Widespread republic.

Millard Filmore
July 9, 1850

Millard Filmore succeeded Zachary Taylor following Taylor’s
death on July 9, 1850.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
Roger Brooke Taney.
In the 31th Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators David Rice Atchison and Thomas Hart Benton, and by Representatives William Van Ness Bay, James Butler
Bowlin, James Stephen Green, Willard Preble Hall and John Smith
Phelps.
The Governor of Missouri was Austin Augustus King.

Franklin Pierce
March 4, 1853

Let the period be remembered
As an admonition,
And not as an encouragement,
Among all of the States,
To make no such experiments
When experiments are
Fraught with such a fearful hazard
To this delicate trust.
It should hardly be necessary
To restate this principle,
Which should now be regarded as
Plainly fundamental.

James Buchanan, Jr.
March 4, 1857

As a natural consequence,
Congress has decreed that Kansas,
When admitted to the Union
As a State, shall be received
Either with or without slavery,
Subject to its people’s will.
But this question of domestic
Slavery is of importance
For more than political balance,
For the continued agitation
May in the future endanger
The safety of our countrymen.

Abraham Lincoln
March 4, 1861

If a minority secede
Rather than acquiesce,
They set a precedent
Which will divide and ruin us,
For the minority by its
Refusal of the will
Of the majority
Controls the whole majority.
In any law upon this subject,
Ought not all the safeguards
Of humane jurisprudence
Be followed, so that a free man
Be not surrendered as a slave?

Abraham Lincoln
March 4, 1865

If we shall suppose that American
Slavery is one of those offenses
Which, in the providence of God, must needs
Come, but which, having continued through His
Appointed time, He now wills to remove,
And that He gives to us both, North and South,
This terrible war, the just sorrow due
Those by whom these offenses were brought,
Shall we discern then any departure
From those attributes which the believers
In a stern and just God ascribe to Him?
Woe to the world because of offenses;
For it must needs be that offenses come,
But woe to the man who brings offenses.

Andrew Johnson
April 15, 1865

Andrew Johnson succeeded to the Presidency following the assassination of Abraham Lincoln.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
Salmon Portland Chase.
In the 31th Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators John Brooks Henderson and Benjamin Gratz
Brown, and by Representatives George Washington Anderson, John
Forbes Benjamin, Henry Taylor Blow, John Hogan, John Russell
Kelso, Benjamin Franklin Loan, Joseph Washington McClurg, Thomas
Estes Noell and Robert Thompson Van Horn.
The Governor of Missouri was Thomas Clement Fletcher.

Ulysses S. Grant
March 4, 1869

When we compare the paying capacity
Of the country, with the South in poverty
From the effects of war,
But starting to emerge,
I trust, into greater prosperity
Than before, with our tax payments
Twenty-five years ago,
And calculate what it
Will likely be in twenty or so years,
Who can doubt our ability to pay
Every last dollar
In the future with more
Ease than we now pay for useless luxuries?

Ulysses S. Grant
March 4, 1873

During the past Administration,
The proposition came up
To admit Santo Domingo
As a Territory.
It was not a question I sought,
But a petition from
The people of Santo Domingo,
Which I gave a hearing.
I believe it is in the best
Interest of this country,
And the interest of the people
Of Santo Domingo.

Rutherford Birchard Hayes
March 5, 1877

I ask the attention of the public
To the paramount necessity
Of reform in our civil service,
A reform not just of the abuses
Of the so-called official patronage,
Which now wear the clothes of custom
In the departments of our government,
But of the system of appointment.
The reform must be thorough, radical,
And complete, a return to the
Principles and practices of the founders.
In furtherance of the needed reform,
I call for a constitutional amendment
Prescribing a term of six years
For the office of the Presidency
And forbidding his relection.

James Abram Garfield
March 4, 1881

It is alleged that in many
Communities negro citizens
Are all but denied the ballot.
This question will never give repose
Or safety to the States until
Each, within its own jurisdiction,
Makes and keeps the vote free and pure
By the strong sanctions of the law.
But this covers a field far wider
Than that of the suffrage: The voters,
Who make and unmake constitutions,
And at whose pleasure turns the future
Of our government, can transmit
Their power to no successor
Save the coming generation
Of voters, who are the sole heirs
Of their sovereignty and power.

Chester Alan Arthur
September 20, 1881

Chester Alan Arthur succeeded to the Presidency following the
assassination of James Abram Garfield.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
Morrison Remick Waite.
In the 47th Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators Francis Marion Cockrell and George Graham
Vest, and by Representatives Thomas Allen, Richard Parks Bland,
Aylett Hawes Buckner, Joseph Henry Burrows, Martin Linn Clardy,
John Bullock Clark, Jr., Lowndes Henry Davis, Nicholas Ford, Richard
Graham Frost, William Henry Hatch, Ira Sherwin Hazeltine, Theron
Moses Rice and Robert Thompson Van Horn.
The Governor of Missouri was Thomas Theodore Crittenden.

Stephen Grover Cleveland
March 4, 1885

At this hour the animosities
Of political strife, the bitterness
Of partisan defeat,
And the exultation
Of partisan triumph
Should be supplanted by an ungrudging
Acquiescence to the popular will,
And a conscious concern
For our common wealth.
Our duties are practical
And call for industrious application,
And for an intelligent perception
Of the claims of public
Office, and, above all,
A firm determination
To secure for the people of the land
The full benefit of their government.

Benjamin Harrison
March 4, 1889

We have been interested
Spectators of Europe
And their diplomatic
And martial contentions,
Ever ready to use
Our friendly offices
To promote peace, but not
Obtruding our advice
And never attempting
Unfairly to profit
From the distress of others.
And we have a just right
To hope our European
Policy will be their
American policy.

Stephen Grover Cleveland
March 4, 1893

The existence of large aggregations
Of enterprises and combinations
Of business interests formed for the purpose
Of fixing prices is inconsistent
With the level playing field which ought be
The preserve of industry and commerce;
They constitute conspiracies contrary
To the interests of the people; in all
Respects they are unnatural, and stand
Opposed to our regard for fairness.

William McKinley
March 4, 1897

Between more loans and more
Revenue we should be
Of but one opinion.
So it is my earnest
Hope and expectation
That Congress will, as soon
As it is practicable,
Provide for the revenue
In a manner which is
Reasonable and fair,
Conservative and just,
And which, by supplying
Sufficient revenue
For public purposes,
Will still be signally
Beneficial and helpful
To every enterprise.

William McKinley
March 4, 1901

We are not waging war against
The Philippine Islands.
Congress has, however, provided
An army to enable
The Executive to suppress
Insurrection, restore
Peace among the inhabitants,
And establish lawful
Rule across the archipelago.
These settled measures, long ago
Proclaimed, to establish
Self-government in the islands,
Will be earnestly pursued.

Theodore Roosevelt Jr.
September 14, 1901

Theodore Roosevelt Jr. succeeded William McKinley following McKinley’s death from wounds suffered in an assassination
attempt.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
Melville Weston Fuller.
In the 57th Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators Francis Marion Cockrell and George Graham
Vest, and by Representatives Richard Bartholdt, James Joseph Butler, Maecenas Eason Benton, James Beauchamp Clark, Charles Fremont Cochran, James Cooney, William Strother Cowherd, David
Albaugh De Armond, John Dougherty, Charles Frederick Joy, James
Tilghman Lloyd, Edward Robb, William Waller Rucker, Dorsey
William Shackleford and Willard Duncan Vandiver.
Alexander Monroe Dockery was Governor of Missouri.

Theodore Roosevelt Jr.
March 4, 1905

Though the tasks before us differ
From those set before the founders,
The spirit in which we undertake
These tasks remains ever the same.
There is no good reason to fear
The future, although we should face
It, not hiding the gravity
Of our problems, nor flinching
From the means to solve them truly,
But assured by past successes,
And aware of all which this life
Offers us, determined to show,
Again, that granted their liberty
A mighty people can best thrive,
Alike in the things of the body,
Alike in the things of the soul.

William Howard Taft
March 4, 1909

The type of the canal, a lock canal,
Was settled by Congress after a full
Consideration of the conflicting
Reports of both the majority and
Minority of the consulting board,
And after the War Department’s full
Recommendation of those same reports.
Some now say that some event has occurred
On the Isthmus to make this same lock type
Less feasible than was concluded
After the final review was made,
When a visit to the Isthmus
By a board of competent engineers
Approved the canal’s type of dam and locks.

Thomas Woodrow Wilson
March 4, 1913

The Nation has been stirred
By a solemn passion,
By the knowledge of wrong,
Of ideals lost, of government
Far too often debauched.
We have studied the most
Potent means of production,
But we have not studied
The means of compassion,
Of a humane economy.
But it is absurd that
We should think to do so
As partisans, heedless
Of the moving counter-tone
To our lives, rising
Up from mine and factory,
Up from every home.

Thomas Woodrow Wilson
March 5, 1917

Although we have centered our action
With such unusual concentration
And success upon our great problems
Of domestic reorganization,
Other matters now press for attention,
Matters lying outside our own life
And over which we have little control,
Distant from our domestic duties.
Though from such matters we wish to be free,
The powerful tide of circumstances
Now draws us into the ruthless current
Crashing back and forth between us and them.

Warren Gamaliel Harding
March 4, 1921

America is ready to encourage,
Eager to initiate, anxious
To participate in any seemly
Program to forestall the outbreak
Of war, and to promote that brotherhood
Of mankind which must be God’s
Highest ideal for civil society.
But America, this bright city,
This America built on the foundation
Laid by the inspired founders,
Can be a party to no permanent
Military league or alliance.

John Calvin Coolidge Jr.
August 2, 1923

John Calvin Coolidge Jr. succeeded Warren Gamaliel Harding
following Harding’s death.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
William Howard Taft.
In the 68th Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators James Alexander Reed and Selden Palmer
Spencer, and by Representatives Clarence A. Cannon, Clement C.
Dickinson, Leonidas C. Dyer, Charles L. Faust, James F. Fulbright,
Harry B. Hawes, Henry L. Jost, Ralph F. Lozier, Joe J. Manlove, Jacob L. Milligan, Cleveland A. Newton, Samuel C. Major, Sidney
C. Roach, Milton A. Romjue, Thomas L. Rubey and J. Scott Wolff.
The Governor of Missouri was Arthur Mastick Hyde.

John Calvin Coolidge Jr.
March 4, 1925

The time is arriving
When we can have further
Tax reduction;
When, less we wish to cramp
The people in their right
To a living,
We must have tax reform.
The method of taxation
Ought not impede
The current of business,
But instead encourage
Its even flow.

Herbert Clark Hoover
March 4, 1929

The perpetuation of self-government;
The perfection of secular justice;
The maintenance of ordered liberty;
The integrity of all public affairs;
The denial of class domination;
The preservation of equality;
The advancement of knowledge and learning;
The stimulation of initiative;
The direction of economic progress;
The expansion of religious tolerance;
The spread of peace both at home and abroad:
The attainment of these ideals we know not.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
March 4, 1933

If I read the temper of our people
Correctly, we now comprehend
As never before our dependence:
We can not just take but must give
As well; and, if we are to go forward,
We must move as a trained and loyal
Army willing to make a sacrifice
For the sake of a shared discipline,
Because without discipline no progress
Or leadership is possible.
We are, I am sure, ready and willing
To submit our lives and goods
To such a discipline, because it makes
Possible a leader who aims
At our larger, shared obligations.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
January 20, 1937

Timidity asks, ”How
Difficult is the road
Ahead?” If I know aught
Of our national spirit
We will not cup an ear to
Murmuring Timidity.
We will not admit that
We will not find a way
To master economic
Epidemics just as,
After centuries of
Fatalistic suffering,
We willed our way to
Master epidemics
Of lethal pestilence.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
January 20, 1941

A nation, like a person,
Is made of something more
Permanent, larger than
The sum of all its parts.
Without body and mind,
As all men must believe,
The nation cannot not live.
But if the spirit of
America were killed,
Even though the Nation’s
Body and mind, constricted
In an alien world,
Lived on, the America
We know would have perished.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
January 20, 1945

The trend of civilization
Is forever upward;
A line drawn across the middle
Of the peaks and valleys
Of the centuries has always
An upward rising trend.
We may make mistakes, but they must
Never be the mistakes
Which result from faintness of heart
Or the abandonment
Of moral principle.

Harry S. Truman
April 12, 1945

Harry S. Truman succeeded Franklin Delano Roosevelt following Roosevelt’s death.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
Harlan Fiske Stone.
In the 79th Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators Frank Parks Briggs and Forrest C. Donnell, and
by Representatives Samuel Washington Arnold, Charles Jasper Bell,
Marion Tinsley Bennett, Clarence Andrew Cannon, Albert Sidney
Johnson Carnahan, John Joseph Cochran, William Clay Cole, Walter Christian Ploeser, Max Schwabe, Dewey Jackson Short, Roger
Caldwell Slaughter, John Berchmans Sullivan and Orville Zimmerman.
The Governor of Missouri was Philip Matthew Donnelly.

Harry S. Truman
January 20, 1949

The actions resulting from the Communist
Philosophy are a threat to the efforts
Of free nations to bring about
World recovery and lasting peace.
Misled by this philosophy, many
Peoples have sacrificed their liberty
Only to gain to their sorrow
Hard poverty and fierce tyranny.
Democracy alone can stir the people
Of the world into triumphant action
Against their human oppressors,
And against their ancient enemies.

Dwight David Eisenhower
January 20, 1953

Seeking to secure peace,
We fought in the Argonne,
On Iwo Jima beaches,
And the mountains of Korea.
No principle or treasure,
From the spiritual
Knowledge of our free
Churches to the creative
Magic of free labor,
Lies safely out of reach
Of this endless struggle.
It confers a common
Dignity upon the dead
Heroes of this struggle:
The Frenchman in IndoChina; the Englishman
In Malaya; the American,
Last to fall, in Korea.

Dwight David Eisenhower
January 21, 1957

Across all continents, nearly a billion
People seek, sometimes in desperation,
For the knowledge and assistance
By which they may satisfy,
From their own resources,
The material wants common to all.
When, in time of famine and need, they seek
Our help, they may honorably
Receive it, knowing we
Seek not to rule, but to build.

John Fitzgerald Kennedy
January 20, 1961

Let us join in starting a new
Endeavor, not a new balance
Of power, but a world of law,
Where the strong are just and the weak
Are secure and the peace is preserved.
Let us seek to invoke the wonders
Of science and not its mute terrors,
To give voice to the arts
And energy to commerce.
Let us explore the stars,
Irrigate the deserts,
Eradicate disease,
And search the ocean depths.

Lyndon Baines Johnson
November 22, 1963

Lyndon Baines Johnson succeeded John Fitzgerald Kennedy following Kennedy’s assassination.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
Earl Warren.
In the 88th Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators Edward Vaughn Long and William Stuart
Symington, Jr., and by Representatives Richard Walker Bolling,
Clarence Andrew Cannon, Thomas Bradford Curtis, Durward Gorham
Hall, William Raleigh Hull, Jr., Richard Howard Ichord, Jr., Paul
Caruthers Jones, Frank Melvin Karsten, William J. Randall and
Leonor Kretzer Sullivan.
The Governor of Missouri was John Montgomery Dalton.

Lyndon Baines Johnson
January 20, 1965

Ours is a time of change, of rapid
And fantastic change bearing the secrets
Of nature, multiplying the nations,
Shaking old values, uprooting old ways,
Placing in uncertain hands new weapons.
If American lives must end, and if
American blood be spilled, in countries
We barely know, that is the price that change
Has demanded of our conviction,
And of our enduring covenant.

Richard Milhous Nixon
January 20, 1969

In these difficult years, America
Has suffered from a contagion of words,
From inflated rhetoric that promises
Far more than it could ever deliver,
From angry rhetoric that fans discontents,
From bombastic rhetoric that postures
Instead of persuading. But other voices
Are speaking, voices of quiet anguish,
Voices that speak without words, the voices
That have despaired of ever being heard.

Richard Milhous Nixon
January 20, 1973

Let us resolve that this era
Will not be what other postwar
Periods have so often become:
A time of retreat and withdrawal
That invites new danger abroad.
Let us resolve that this era
Will be all that it can become:
A time of great responsibilities
Greatly borne, in which we renew
The the promise of America.
Let us accept that solemn charge
Not as a burden, but gladly,
Gladly because the chance to build
Such a peace is the noblest
Endeavor in which we can engage.

Gerald Rudolph Ford, Jr.
August 9, 1974

Gerald Rudolph Ford, Jr. succeeded Richard Milhous Nixon
following Nixon’s resignation.
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States was
Warren Earl Burger.
In the 93rd Congress of the United States, Missouri was represented by Senators Thomas Francis Eagleton and William Stuart
Symington, Jr., and by Representatives Richard Walker Bolling,
William Dean Burlison, William Lacy Clay, Sr., William Leonard
Hungate, Richard Howard Ichord, Jr., Jerry Lon Litton, William J.
Randall, Leonor Kretzer Sullivan, James Wadsworth Symington
and Gene Taylor.
The Governor of Missouri was Christopher Samuel Bond.

James Earl Carter Jr.
January 20, 1977

He hath showed thee,
O man, the good;
And what doth He
Require of thee,
But to be just,
And love mercy,
And to walk humbly
With thy God?
I have no new
Dream to set forth;
Instead, I set
Forth a new faith
In the old dream:
Let us work and
Pray together,
With confidence
That in the end
We will triumph
In the right.

Ronald Wilson Reagan
January 20, 1981

Beyond those monuments
To our past presidents
Is the Potomac River,
And above its far shore
The hills of Arlington,
With its row after row
Of simple white markers
Bearing the eternal
Shapes of sacrifice.

Ronald Wilson Reagan
January 21, 1985

For decades, we and the Soviets
Have pointed at each other our
Mutually assured destructions:
If one side used its weaponry,
The other could retaliate,
Each in turn destroying the other.
We will meet with the Soviets
In the hope that we can agree
On a way to free ourselves
From our mutual bondage.
We will not discuss a limit
On the increase in the number
Of nuclear weapons: We will
Seek their total elimination.

George Herbert Walker Bush
January 20, 1989

A new breeze is blowing,
And a world renewed
By freedom seems reborn:
The day of the dictator
Is passing away.
A new breeze is blowing,
And a nation refreshed
By freedom stands ready.

William Jefferson Clinton
January 20, 1993

We do here rededicate ourselves
To the idea of America,
An idea forged in revolution,
Annealed by two centuries of struggle;
And tempered by our knowledge that but
For fate, we, both the fortunate and the not,
Might easily change places with the other;
And burnished by the faith that our
Nation can summon from its myriad
Diversity, the deepest unity;
An idea bright with the conviction
That America’s long, heroic
Journey must go on forever upward.

William Jefferson Clinton
January 20, 1997

May those generations whose
Faces we cannot see,
Whose names we do not know,
Say of us here that we
Led our beloved land
Into a new century
With the dream still alive
For all our children;
With the American
Promise of a more perfect
Union a reality
For all her people;
With America’s bright
Flame of freedom spreading
Throughout all the world.

George Walker Bush
January 20, 2001

An angel rode in the whirlwind
And directed the storm,
Directed the American story,
A story of a fallible
People, flawed but still united
Across the generations
By a common vision.
Do you not think an angel still
Rides in the whirlwind and
Still directs this storm?

George Walker Bush
January 20, 2005

For a half century,
America defended
Its freedom by standing
Watch on distant borders.
And by our efforts,
We have lit a fire,
A fire in the minds
Of nations everywhere.
It warms those who
Feel its power;
It burns those who
Fight its progress.
One day this untamed fire
Of freedom will reach
The darkest corners
Of our world.

Barack Hussein Obama II
January 20, 2009

In the year of America’s birth,
In the coldest of months, a small army
Huddled by dying campfires beside
An icy shore, waiting for spring.
In the face of our common dangers,
In this winter of our new hardship,
Let us remember: The time has
Come to choose our history,
To carry intact from generation
To generation the God-given promise
That all are equally free, and
That all deserve a chance to pursue
Their full measure of earthly happiness:
Let us endure once more the icy currents
And brave whatever storms may come.

Barack Hussein Obama II
January 21, 2013

Our journey is not complete until
We treat our gay brothers and sisters
Like anyone else under the law;
For if we are truly created equal,
Then surely the love we commit to one
Another must be as equal as well.
Our journey is not complete until
Our children, from the streets of Detroit
To the mountains of Appalachia,
Know that they are loved and safe from harm.
Our journey is not complete until
We find a way to welcome the hopeful
Immigrant who still sees America
As the land of opportunity.
Our journey is not complete.

Donald John Trump
January 20, 2017

Because we are not merely shifting power
From one administration to another
Or from one party to the other pary,
We are transferring power from Washington,
DC, and giving it back to you, the people.
For too long, a small group in the capital
Has reaped the rewards of our Government.
Politicians prospered, but the jobs left,
And the factories closed. This American
Carnage stops right here and stops right now.

Afterword
Odes for the Republic originated during a workshop convened by the Digital Approaches Reading Group (DARG), a
regular gathering of humanities graduate students at Washington University in St. Louis, who decided, both as a response to the 2016 election and as a lab exercise, to have the
group experiment with applying various text mining methods to a collection of the inaugural addresses of the Presidents of the United States. They were kind enough to invite
me to join in, and I learned more than a little from the experiments conducted by other members of the group.
An early form of Odes for the Republic was my contribution. As an exercise in text mining, it isn’t terribly sophisticated, and certainly not as sophisticated as some of the work
done by the members of DARG. I simply poured the corpus through the tf-idf process implemented in gensim, an
excellent open-source library of text-mining routines. Tf-idf
made it easy to locate the most distinctive, characteristic, or
eccentric words in each address, and then to isolate in each
address the sentences which contained two or more of those
words. Once I had retrieved such sentences, I began shaping and fitting them into various stanza forms. Sometimes,
very little shaping was required; other times, the surgery
was considerable. In all cases, I have tried to preserve the
sense of the sentences I borrowed from each address, although
I have compressed, expanded, and rearranged them in an
attempt to draw out whatever latent poetry was originally
present.
The images originated from the Flickr Commons photostream of the Missouri State Archives. My initial purpose in
adding these images was crass: I wanted a bit of eye-candy,
a constant visual distraction. However, as I began to transform them in various ways, I came to see them as integral,
not as direct commentary on the odes, but as a way of lo-

cating the sequence of Presidents within an actual, physical
place, among a particular people. Politics nowadays, when
not nastly and personal, tends toward the abstract and theoretical; what is ideology, but abstraction grown obnoxious?
I prefer a politics grounded among my neighbors and located here, where I have spent most of my years, and where
I hope to spend whatever years remain to me. The United
States will go on how it will, either rising to new glories, or
slumping to an indifferent mediocrity. The older I get, the
less I care, one way or the other. But, and this is strange, at
the same time I grow ever fonder of my home country, this
stretch of Missouri from St. Louis to the south and west, and
of the state as a whole. I would have it memorialized here,
to the right of our Presidents, since it is, I think, the more
marvelous of the two.
I suppose that some readers may find this work to be
either devoid of creativity, or at best a perhaps slightly diverting instance of “found art.” I would be the last person
to try to argue such readers out of their opinions. I would
note, and briefly, however, that all all poetry is to some extent
“found” variously in the structures of our shared language,
in the rhythms of our history, and, at the very least, in the
reading experiences of our audiences. Even Shakespeare, it
must be said, is unimaginable, and perhaps unintelligible,
without Petrarch, Plautus, and Holinshed.
Concord Village
June, 2017

